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i-Bridge Panorama VBS
www.team-italia.it
TEAM ITALIA’S I-BRIDGE Panorama VBS (Virtualised Bridge
Solution) controls and manages onboard systems by means
of 3D technology, multi-touch controls and joggers, as well
as a 4k stretch display, integrated wing, new panoramic
visualisation and front windscreen integration. The Italian
company says it is focusing strongly on its design and
developing ergonomic studies for a range of environments
and new applications, and that production is currently
running at full pace. Orders have been taken through to 2021.
“With over 500 30m-100m projects already launched,
we can confirm our market trend is upward,” says Massimo
Minnella, Team Italia CEO. “We’re working on 31 new
superyachts this year and already have 42 confirmed orders
for production starting in 2019 and 14 for 2020.”

Dometic Slide-Out Kitchen

SSVC MiPlayer

www.dometic.com

www.ssvcmi.com

THE DOMETIC SLIDE-OUT Kitchen is a
compact unit with three-burner cooktop,
sink, benchtop, storage compartments and
accessories that can slide-out to the exterior
deck for al-fresco dining. The units come in two
sizes – 1m and 1.5m – and in a landscape or portrait
layout styling. Dometic’s Julien Le Feuvre told IBI that the
retractable galley is the first launched in the marine industry
and that the units have been marinised from a similar product used in
Australia by backpacking vehicles. They are made from corrosion-resistant
aluminium and stainless steel materials and manufactured completely in Australia.

Schenker’s Zen watermaker
www.schenkerwatermakers.com
THE ZEN WATERMAKER from Schenker is a small, automatic, silent and efficient unit that can
be installed both flat or vertical, enabling it to fit
almost any boat. Sophisticated 3D modelling
allows for optimal integration of each
component, eliminating unnecessary
parts with the primary objective
of achieving the best efficiency and
reliability. The basic model produces 30lt
per hour of fresh water, consuming
just 110W. Both 50lt and 80lt versions
are to follow soon.

SERVICE SOUND AND Vision Corporation’s
(SSVC) MiPlayer system is a live
broadcasting service that operates over
a local WiFi network without the need for
internet connectivity. MiPlayer was first
developed for the military and disaster
relief agencies. It gives access connection
to live news, welfare/entertainment and
educational services in areas where internet
connection may be impossible.
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